Practical Information about Shanghai

Location of NYU Shanghai in the City
Located at 1555 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai, the newly constructed NYU Shanghai Pudong Campus is surrounded by bustling activity, a lively community, and some of the world’s most iconic buildings—all in the heart of Shanghai’s thriving commercial center.

Directions to the Campus
Metro:
Century Avenue Station (Exit 6, Area B), Metro Lines 2/4/6/9

Bus:
Century Avenue at Pudian Road, Bus Lines 169/987

你好! 请带我到
上海市浦东新区世纪大道1555号
上海纽约大学

Please take me to 1555 Century Avenue, NYU Shanghai.
Shanghai runs an excellent subway service with 14 running metro lines. Subway tickets can be bought from the automatic machines in all Subway stations, with English instructions provided. During rush hours, Metro lines can be very crowded.

The nearest Metro station to NYU Shanghai Pudong Campus is Century Avenue Station (Exit 6, Area B) of Line 2, 4, 6 and 9.

To get from the Station to NYU Shanghai, you should exit the Station from Exit 6 at Area B, and walk east for about 10 minutes.

From either Hongqiao Airport or Pudong International Airport, you can take Metro Line 2, and get off at Century Avenue Station.

Visit the link below to explore Shanghai’s various Metro Lines: exploreshanghai.com/metro/

Shanghai has more than a thousand bus lines and you can easily get to your destination by bus. But do carefully check detailed bus lines ahead, as the lines could be confusing. Otherwise, Metro or taxi will always be an easier way for commuting.